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Kutuzov 1812: Defending Russia From Napoleon

From the designer of The Napoleonic Wars and Wellington.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Price £44.95

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerGMT GAMES

Description
Kutuzov 1812: Defending Russia From Napoleon is an interactive, play it complete in one-sitting card-driven game of sweeping manoeuvres,
epic battles, storied sieges, lethal attrition and crucial-to-victory troop morale for one to four players from the designer of The Napoleonic
Wars and Wellington.
In the spring of 1812 Emperor Napoleon of France gathered the regiments of 20 nations together into the largest military force yet raised
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inEurope. That June he led this Grand Army of over 600,000 men across the Nieman River to begin what he believed would be his greatest and
perhaps final triumph: the invasion and subjugation of Russia. As the defending armies fell back before this prodigious onslaught, Tsar
Alexander turned to a pugnacious and crafty old warrior to help save his country, his people and his Romanov Dynasty: Marshal Mikhail
KUTUZOV.
Now designer Mark McLaughlin of the award-winning Napoleonic Wars, along with developer Fred Schachter, who together brought you
GMT’s Wellington, have come together again to produce an energetically fast-paced, highly-interactive game of that 1812 epic. Using the
same game system that won acclaim in their previous titles; in this rendition, Mark and Fred have crafted a game that retains the feel of
campaigning in the deadly vastness of Russia, yet also plays fast, remains fun and whose outcome is often in doubt right down to last card
played and the last die rolled.
Kutuzov 1812: Defending Russia From Napoleon, is designed for two, three or four players. One player or team takes the Imperials, whose
Army of the North – with Leaders Napoleon, Ney, Davout and the Prussian Yorck and Army of the South—with Murat, Eugene, Poniatowski and
the Austrian Schwarzenberg; must invade and either conquer Russia through occupation of its capitals and key cities, or through decisive
battlefield victory break the Russian army’s “Will to Fight.”
One other player or team takes the Tsarist forces, whose First Army – with Leaders Barclay, Constantine, Wittgenstein and later Kutuzov
himself and the Second Army – with Bagration, Tormassov, Platov and later that “Damned Sailor” Admiral Tchitagov; must not only defend
Mother Russia but also later expel the hated invaders from her sacred soil. (No bias here, but after all, the game is called ‘Kutuzov,”
not “Uncle Nappy Goes to Moscow”).
In games with three or four players, victory goes not just to the winning team, but the player on that
team who gains the most points, something that not only enhances competition but also helps recreate the many petty jealousies that plagued
the combatants of both sides during this epic campaign.
Kutuzov 1812: Defending Russia From Napoleon uses the same basic rules system as found in The Napoleonic Wars, as it has been modified
for even more interactive play in Wellington. As with the later title, there are no diplomatic or political rules: other than those which come into
play should Imperial morale fall so low as to trigger the desertion of the Austrians or outright revolt of the Prussians. There are no naval rules
other than a Russian ability to move between friendly ports and a “Hornblower” Home Card that allows for a Russian invasion on the Baltic
Coast). Kutuzov 1812: Defending Russia From Napoleon is thus primarily a game of manoeuvre and combat, where players can recreate
the sweeping movements and legendary battles made so familiar to gamers as brought to life in such great books as Leo Tolstoy’s War and
Peace.
As this is Russia, however, not all enemies stand in solid ranks before you. Players must contend not only with their opponents but with
Cossack raiders, Polish Lancers, often brutally horrifying attrition, fragile morale, treacherous allies, political events from outside the theatre of
war and, of course, “Scorched Earth” and “General Winter” himself, whose scourge effects both invader and defender of Holy Mother Russia.
110 Cards, some with quotes from the actual participants in that great struggle, drive the game and bring to it the flavour of being in Russia
during the 1812 Campaign. The Imperials and Tsarists each have mini- “Home Decks” of a dozen cards each to share, thus increasing the
chance that events, forces and options that were presented to the original contenders will arise during play. The other 86 cards, which include
many “Must Play” political events, however, ensure every playing of the game will be very different.
Kutuzov 1812: Defending Russia From Napoleon comes with a campaign game that can last one, two, three or four turns – but which includes
numerous mechanisms that can bring the game to a “Sudden Death” ending at the conclusion of or even DURING A TURN.
Mark and Fred, in seeking to deliver more value, variation and enjoyable gaming have, in addition to the Initial Turn One Game Start (The
Invasion: Across the Nieman!), provided three other game start scenarios which allow for the game to begin at the commencement of what
would be turn two (On to Smolensk!), turn three (Napoleon in Moscow) of the historical campaign, as well as a hypothetical turn four (Defend the
Empire) game start.
A rather unique method of play allows for two players to each take ONE of the powers from EACH side, in a highly competitive and unusual
game of labyrinthine think and double-think. Another version of play allows for two players to play the game using a SINGLE hand of cards
each, with “chips” to buy additional cards for their side as the play progresses. Even the Play Book’s Tutorial can be converted into an exciting
scenario by allowing the game situation to be carried on past its end point as depicted.
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